Abstract-This paper presents a concept, by which radio frequency (RF) tags are employed as remotely read dielectric-property sensors to determine qualities of some construction material products (CMPs); e.g., light weight concrete (LWC), mortar specimens and concrete. Using the dependency of the read range of the passive RF identification (RFID) sensor system on the electromagnetic properties of CMPs near or in contact with RFID tags, the qualities of CMPs can be determined through their estimated dielectric properties. Theoretical formulation is provided, and numerical simulations are performed for optimal design of passive RFID tag antennas suitable for RFID sensors and for read-range calculations. In addition, a series of measurements is performed to measure read ranges of the passive RFID sensor system for an LWC as an example of CMPs, and these measured read ranges will be processed appropriately to inversely determine the dielectric constant of the LWC under test, which in turn provides information on its qualities. It is found that the novel RFID sensor can be employed to determine the dielectric properties of the LWC under test with reasonable accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
The demand for traceability to identify and inspect qualities of material products through nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques has been on the rise. Several NDT techniques, such as radar, capacimetry, electrical resistance and ultrasonic waves, have been extensively used [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Each technique however has its advantages and disadvantages, so the selection of an appropriate technique is based on the desired application. For such construction materials (CMs) as light weight concrete (LWC), mortar specimens and concrete, a reliable NDT technique is required to evaluate their properties whether they are suitable for construction use. Therefore, the development of a reliable sensor technique to determine material quality in manufacturing and/ or material testing and inspection process is necessary.
For the ultra high frequency (UHF) and microwave frequency radio-frequency identification (RFID) systems [7] , passive modulated backscatter RF tags communicate with a reader, using far-field electromagnetic (EM) waves, and these tags typically modulate the EM waves scattered from tag antennas using the load modulation [7] . To maximize the tag performance, tag antennas must be appropriately designed to conjugately match the chip impedance [8] .
One important factor of tag performance is the read range of the passive RFID system, defined as the maximum distance from which a tag can be detected. One limitation on the read range is the maximum distance from which the tag receives merely sufficient power to turn on and scatter back. Another limitation is the maximum distance from which the reader can detect this scattered signal. The read range is the smaller of the two maximum distances. Typically, the former determines the read range since the RFID reader sensitivity is usually high [9] . From the sensor's viewpoint, the dependency of the read range on EM properties of CMs near or in contact with tags can be employed as an approach to determining quality of CMs through their estimated dielectric constants.
RF tag performance is affected by many factors, including EM properties of objects near or in contact with tags [10, 11] . In addition, Siden et al. presented a concept by which pairs of ordinary RFID tags are exploited as remotely read moisture sensors [12] . The moisture sensing label incorporating two RFID tags is embedded in a wall, under which one of the tags is covered with a moisture absorbent material while the other is a naked tag. They are used to detect leaking water pipe connections hidden behind the walls. Additionally, the attenuation and equivalent electric parameters of brick and reinforced concrete walls are estimated [13] . Furthermore, Marrocco et al. have presented the development of very low-cost passive RFID devices capable of monitoring the features of moving objects without the need for specific sensors. Instead, the multiport tag antennas are used as a sensor since they exploit the dependency of the tag's input impedances and the radar cross section on the physical and geometrical features of a real target [14] . However, the purpose of this paper is to describe the possible classification and detection performances of multiport sensor tags in a unitary context.
In this paper, an NDT technique, called a novel RFID sensor, operating in the UHF band is proposed to determine quality of certain CMs through their estimated dielectric properties. Generally, the traditional RFID sensors require additional specific sensors, such as humidity, temperature, motion, light and sound sensors, to be integrated with RFID tags [15] [16] [17] . On the other hand, the novel RFID sensor does not require additional specific sensors to determine dielectric properties of the materials under test, thereby more convenient in fabrication and usually of lower cost. In addition, the novel RFID sensor does not require a network analyzer and other expensive accessories. The key component of the novel RFID sensor is the tag specifically designed to achieve the conjugate impedance matching condition between the tag antenna and a chip in the presence of a selected member of the family of materials of interest, which is near or in contact with the tag. Typically, two specifically designed tags (SDTs), to subsequently discuss in greater detail, for selected members of the family are required to uniquely determine the dielectric properties of a lossy CM of interest.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The introduction is in Section 1. Section 2 presents the associated theory and relevant formulas for the novel RFID sensor. Simulation and measurement results are illustrated in Section 3, where the e jωt harmonic time convention is assumed, ω is the angular frequency and j = √ −1 is a complex constant. Conclusions are discussed in Section 4. Figure 1 illustrates a novel RFID sensor system consisting of the RFID reader, the reader antenna and SDTs, where each SDT is placed near or in contact with a material product under test. Note that the read range is normally governed by the maximum distance from which a tag Figure 1 . A novel RFID sensor system. receives just sufficient power to turn on and scatter back due to the fact that the RFID reader sensitivity is usually high. Using the modified Friis transmission equation [18, 19] , the maximum distance (R max,mat ) of tags in the presence of material products near or in contact with tags can be calculated, under the assumption that the reader antenna has perfect impedance matching and perfect polarization matching to the tag antenna. In addition, Griffin et al. proposed new forms of the power and backscatter communication radio link budgets in terms of the gain penalty based on the modified Friis transmission equation, which is the decrease in tag antenna gain from its free space value when attached to a material, and these forms allow RF tag designers to quantify the effects of tag material attachment [20, 21] , as follows:
THEORY
where P reader-tx is the input power to the reader antenna, L sys the system loss in both tag and reader, G reader-tx the gain of the reader antenna, P tag,th the minimum threshold power necessary to power up the chip, G tag,f s is tag antenna gain in free space, λ is free space wavelength, GP is the gain penalty due to the presence of a material product, and τ mat the power transmission coefficient in the presence of a material product. In general, the power transmission coefficient τ can be expressed in terms of the power-wave reflection coefficient Γ p at the tag antenna terminal as [8, 22] 
where
In (3), the superscript "*" denotes the complex conjugate symbol, and Z chip and Z ant,tag are the chip impedance and the tag antenna impedance, respectively. Note that when the chip impedance and the tag antenna impedance are conjugately matched (Z chip = Z * ant,tag ), Γ p is equal to zero and τ is equal to one as expected.
Similarly, the maximum distance (R max,f s ) of tags in free space can be calculated under the same assumption as R max,mat as follows:
where τ f s is the power transmission coefficient associated with the tag antenna in free space. It should be pointed out that the term GP in (4) is equal to 1 since tags are in the free space. From (1) and (4), the ratio of R max,mat to R max,f s can be expressed compactly as
where all common terms in (1) and (4) are cancelled out and only terms associated with the power transmission coefficients and the tag antenna gains remain. In (5), only terms τ mat and GP are dependent on properties of material products near or in contact with tags; e.g., their dielectric constants, sizes and shapes, in a complicated fashion. Thus, the ratio R max,mat /R max,f s can usually be obtained via measurements or numerical simulations of associated problems. Note that all parameters on the right-hand side of (5) are related to two parameters of tag antennas; i.e., the tag antenna impedance and the tag antenna gain, in free space and in the presence of a material product.
Once the ratio R max,mat /R max,f s is known, the dielectric constant of the material product of interest can be estimated to determine their qualities using appropriate data processing. The procedure of dielectric constant determination will be illustrated via specific examples in the next section. Figure 2 shows the novel RFID sensor setup in an anechoic chamber, where the operating frequency of interest is 922.5 MHz. The proposed RFID sensor employs the UHF RFID reader of Symbol XR450 and the reader antenna using the Anritsu antenna with the model of MP651A as a half-wavelength standard tuned dipole antenna [23] . Owing to the fact that the standard dipole has the linear polarization and tag antennas are designed to achieve the same polarization as the standard dipole, there is no polarization mismatch. In addition, due to the fact that the RFID reader sensitivity is high, the read range is equal to the maximum distance from tag calculated by using the modified Friis transmission equation as shown in (1) . In this study, all tags are designed via the CST Microwave Studio simulator [24] and using the IC chip NXP UCODE G2XL, where its input impedance is equal to 16.5 − j148.7 Ω at 922.5 MHz [25] . In Figure 2 , the LWC is employed as an example of CMPs to illustrate the concept of the novel RFID sensor. Note that the LWC is assumed to be homogeneous and it can usually be used to construct buildings due to its light weight, easily sawn and sculpted, and nailed or screwed without pre-drilling [26] . Typically, the actual dimension for commercial application of LWC is 20 cm × 60 cm × 7.5 cm [27]. Its sample with the dimension of 20 cm × 15 cm × 7.5 cm is considered in this paper. The following parameters are employed: P reader-tx = 20 dBm, L sys = 1.01 dB, G reader-tx = 2.15 dBi and P tag,th = −15 dBm. All SDTs are fabricated on the 0.8 mm-FR4 substrate with the dielectric constant of 4.3. Two cases are considered; i.e., lossless and lossy LWCs. The former will be considered first since it is simpler to understand the methodology of the proposed RFID sensor, while the latter is more complicated, but more realistic.
SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS
For the lossy case, two LWC states are considered; i.e., the dry state and the saturated state with water. In literature, the constitutive parameters of building materials were measured [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Note that the dielectric constant of the lossy case can be measured using the dielectric probe [33] . Table 1 illustrates the dielectric constants, ε r , of each lossy LWC state, where ε r is defined as ε r = ε r − jε r . As expected, ε r and ε r of the saturated state are larger than ε r and ε r of the dry state respectively, due to the water existing in the saturated state.
Lossless LWC
For the lossless LWC case, it is assumed that its dielectric constant is equal to the dielectric constant of LWC in the dry state with no loss; i.e., ε r = ε r = 2.5 and ε r = 0. Using the CST Microwave Studio simulator, the tag antenna of the SDT, called the SDT LL , is appropriately designed to conjugately match with the chip impedance by including effects of the lossless LWC in the simulation, where the SDT LL is attached to the surface of the lossless LWC at its center as shown in Figure 3 to reduce edge effects. Symmetrical meander line antennas are employed in this paper with an inductively coupled structure with 1-mm line thickness [34] to flexibly meet the high Qfactor of the IC chip NXP UCODE G2XL. In addition, the tag antenna size must be compact to mount on small LWCs as well. The tag antenna structure is optimized as shown in Figure 4 , where its antenna parameters are illustrated in Table 2 .
Note that the dimensions of the SDT LL are equal to 39.5 mm × 25 mm × 0.8 mm after optimization, where its input impedance is equal to 17.75 + j147.8 Ω, and its polarization in the bore-sight direction looking out from the LWC is horizontal. In addition, its gain and power transmission coefficient (G tag,mat and τ mat ) are found to be −0.49 dBi and 99.8%, respectively. Note that τ mat of the SDT LL is almost equal to 100% illustrating that the input impedances of the SDT LL and the IC chip are almost conjugately matched as desired.
To show the dependency of G tag,mat and τ mat on ε r , Figure 5 illustrates the plots of G tag,mat in dBi and τ mat in percentage for the SDT LL as a function of ε r ranging from 2.5 to 8.0. It is found that its G tag,mat and τ mat monotonically decrease as ε r increases, where both G tag,mat and τ mat are maximum at ε r = 2.5. Due to the fact that the SDT LL is specifically designed to conjugately match with the chip impedance in the presence of the lossless LWC with ε r = 2.5, more impedance mismatch occurs as increasing ε r , resulting in decreasing τ mat as expected.
For this case, only ε r of the lossless LWC under test is required (ε r = 0). It will be shown that only one SDT is sufficient to uniquely determine ε r from the measurements of associated read ranges. Figure 6 illustrates the plot of ε r = ε r versus R max,mat /R max,f s for the SDT LL , obtained from the simulation by using (5), where R max,f s is a normalization constant. As expected from Figures 5 and  6 , R max,mat /R max,f s monotonically decreases as ε r increases. It is clear from Figure 6 that once R max,mat /R max,f s of the SDT LL attached to the lossless LWC under test is known from the measurements, its ε r can be uniquely estimated using Figure 6. 
Lossy LWC
For the lossy LWC case, the tags are specifically designed for optimum performance for each state of lossy LWCs as shown in Table 1 Table 4 . It should be pointed out that τ mat of both SDT 1 and SDT 2 are nearly equal to 100% as desired.
To illustrate the dependency of G tag,mat and τ mat on ε r for two specific values of ε r , let first consider ε r = 0.2 as shown in Figure 8 , where the SDT 1 , specifically designed for ε r = 2.5−j0.2, is employed in this study. Like the lossless case, it is found that τ mat tends to decrease as ε r increases as expected due to more impedance mismatch. In addition, G tag,mat varies noticeably as ε r increases. Next, let consider another case of ε r = 1.08 as shown in Figure 9 , where the SDT 2 , specifically designed for ε r = 8.0 − j1.08, is employed. Note that τ mat tends to increase as ε r increases as expected due to less impedance mismatch, and G tag,mat tends to increase and then decrease as ε r increases. It can be concluded from these two cases that an SDT, specifically designed for an LWC with ε r =ε r − jε r , usually possesses the maximum τ mat when ε r =ε r and ε r =ε r . However, the associated G tag,mat is not always the maximum. Figure 9 . G tag,mat and τ mat as a function of ε r for the SDT 2 with ε r = 1.08.
Measurements
The read range between the RFID reader and SDTs are measured in an anechoic chamber as illustrated in Figure 10 the SDT 1 and the SDT 2 are a printed meander line with a coupling loop on the FR4 substrate as shown in Figure 11 . An SDT attached to the LWC of interest is shown in Figure 12 . From measurements, the read ranges of SDTs attached to lossy LWCs under test are shown in Table 5 . The read ranges from the simulations and measurements agree reasonably well. The discrepancies between the simulated and measured results may derive from the measurement error and the SDT fabrication error. Therefore, the measured read range can be used to inversely determine the dielectric constant of LWCs under test with reasonable accuracy.
Dielectric-constant Determination Procedure
Once the read ranges of all SDTs attached to the LWC under test are known via measurements, including the corresponding read ranges of the SDTs in the free space, the dielectric constant of the LWC under test can be determined from the following procedure. For the lossy LWC case, both ε r and ε r of the lossy LWC under test are required. It will be shown that two SDTs are required to uniquely determine both ε r and ε r from the measurements of associated read ranges. In this study, the SDT 1 and the SDT 2 , specifically designed for the dry and saturated LWC states respectively, are attached to the lossy LWC under test. Using the simulations, the plot of ε r versus R max,mat /R max,f s for each SDT is illustrated in Figure 13 for ε r = 0.20, 0.64 and 1.08. It is clearly seen from Figure 13 that either SDT 1 or SDT 2 alone cannot be employed to uniquely determine ε r and ε r from a measurement of R max,mat /R max,f s since several combinations of ε r and ε r yield the same R max,mat /R max,f s . However, using both SDT 1 and SDT 2 with a measurement of R max,mat /R max,f s for each SDT, ε r and ε r can be determined uniquely as shown in the following two examples.
Consider a sample of lossy LWCs (sample#1) as shown in Figure 13 (a), where its dielectric constant ε r is equal to 7.5 − j1.08 obtained from the dielectric probe measurement [33] , which requires a network analyzer. From the read range measurements, it is found that R max,mat /R max,f s for the SDT 1 and the SDT 2 are equal to 0.5 and 2.10 respectively, as shown in Figure 13 (a) as the two vertical lines. It should be pointed out that the maximum distances R max,f s of each SDT are generally different. In Figure 13 (a), each vertical line of R max,mat /R max,f s intersects the family of the ε r − R max,mat /R max,f s curves for each SDT at P 1 and P 2 for the SDT 1 and P 3 , P 4 , P 5 and P 6 for the SDT 2 . At each intersection point, a pair of ε r and ε r is obtained. Due to the fact that the sample of lossy LWCs is identical for both SDT 1 and SDT 2 , only the intersection points, providing the identical pair of ε r and ε r , are valid. It can be seen from Figure 13 (a) that the intersection points P 1 and P 3 correspond to (ε r , ε r ) = (7.40, 1.08), which is the estimated dielectric constant of the LWC sample#1.
Consider another sample of lossy LWCs (sample#2), where its dielectric constant ε r is equal to 4.8 − j0.4 obtained from the dielectric probe measurement [33] . Using the same determination procedure as in the case of the LWC sample#1, R max,mat /R max,f s for the SDT 1 and the SDT 2 are found to be 0.77 and 1.77 respectively, as shown in Figure 13 (b) as the two vertical lines. It can be seen from this Figure that the intersection points P 4 and P 7 correspond to (ε r , ε r ) = (4.70, 0.64), which is the estimated dielectric constant of the LWC sample#2. Thus, two SDTs can be employed to uniquely determine the dielectric constant of the lossy LWC under test. For these examples, the relative error of 1.3% and 5.4% for sample#1 and sample#2, respectively, can be obtained using the novel RFID sensor, which is reasonably accurate. It should be pointed out that the relative error can be decreased by reducing the measurement error of associated read ranges and the SDT fabrication error. Once the dielectric constant of the LWC sample is estimated, the quality of the LWC sample can be determined by using the relation between the dielectric constant and the LWC quality, predetermined by measurements and testings or other approaches [35] [36] [37] .
CONCLUSIONS
A novel RFID sensor technique operating in the UHF band is proposed to determine quality of certain CMs through their estimated dielectric properties. It is an NDT technique that does not require additional specific sensors to determine dielectric properties of the materials under test, thereby more convenient in fabrication and usually of lower cost. The promising approach based on a novel RFID sensor is successfully employed to determine the dielectric property of LWC samples through associated read-range measurements. The dielectricconstant determination procedures for both lossless and lossy LWCs are discussed in detail in this paper. It is found that the novel RFID sensor provides reasonably accurate results. To use this RFID sensor, it is necessary to know size and shape of material under test, and then perform simulation for desired size and shape first. Future works include reducing associated errors of estimating the dielectric constant of CMPs and other interest materials. In addition, effects of sizes and shapes of materials under test will also be studied based on the same sensor principle, including the sensitivity analysis and practical approaches to mount SDTs on these materials.
